Depression Detection in Social Media using XLNet with Topic Distributions
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Abstract. Due to the complexity of depressive diseases, detecting depressed users on social media platforms is a challenging task. In recent years, with an increasing number of users of social media sites, this field of research has begun to develop rapidly. To improve the detection performance of traditional methods, two challenges need to be overcome. The first challenge is that textual content posted on social media platforms suffers from serious data sparseness. The second one is how to effectively use emotions, user information, and behavior characteristics to predict potentially depressed users. In this paper, we propose a novel model called the Topic-enriched Depression Detection Model (TDDM), which combines topic information and user behavior to predict depressed users on social media platforms. TDDM first employs a Conditional Random Field Regularized Topic Model (CRFTM) to extract the topic knowledge of user posts. XLNet is used to encode posts to further expand the semantic features of short texts. Finally, we integrate user behavior features into TDDM to improve the detection performance of the model. The experimental results on a real-world Twitter dataset demonstrate that the proposed model performs better than baseline models in detecting depressed users at both pseudo-document level and user level.
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1 Introduction

Mental illness has become a serious problem that people all over the world will encounter. Statistics indicate that more than 50% of individuals will suffer from a mental illness at some point in their lives [1]. It is estimated that 20.6% of Americans aged 18 years and older (about one-fifth of adults) are diagnosed with mental illness or disorder in a certain year. In addition, research results illustrated that the proportion of mass shooters with mental illness is significantly higher than the general population, which indicates that there is a relationship between mental illness and mass shootings [2]. As a more serious mental health problem than other mental illnesses, depression is a leading cause of disability worldwide [3]. According to a fact sheet provided by the World Health Organization, the risk of suicide in patients with depression is 20 times higher than non-depressed people. Since the diagnosis of depression requires experienced psychiatrists to conduct comprehensive and detailed psychological tests, depression detection is usually a daunting challenge. Furthermore, in the early stages of depression, depressed people often do not seek help from psychiatrists.

Social media platforms allow users to express their feelings, opinions and thoughts in their own way. As a result, social media data has gradually become an effective tool for monitoring various public health issues such as depression. People with depression usually implicitly disclose their daily struggles due to depressive symptoms and their feelings of relieving stress on social media [4]. However, it is very time-consuming to detect individuals with depressive tendencies by manually screening their profiles and social media posts. Depression detection algorithms can automatically detect a large number of depressed people on social media, which helps prevent major fatalities that may occur in the future and provide them with medical assistance.

Since social media plays an important role in evaluating mental health, it has received great attention from many researchers in Natural Language Processing (NLP). These studies employ User-Generated Content (UGC) on social media such as Twitter or Facebook to detect depressed users, and achieve robust performance. For in-
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1 https://nami.org/mhstats/
2 https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/depression/
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stance, Gui et al. proposed a new cooperative multi-agent model to automatically select depression related data from a user’s historical posts [5]. Chiu et al. first built a depression dictionary to collect UGC of depressed and non-depressed users on Instagram [6]. Then, a multi-modal system was constructed to identify users with depression tendencies by using textual, visual and behavior features.

Although previous studies have made great progress, they focused on modeling UGC along the timeline, ignoring the global topic knowledge in the posts. The topics that depressed users and non-depressed users pay attention to may be significantly different. Posts by individuals with depressive tendencies tend to discuss topics related to negativity, anxiety and emotional stress [7]. Furthermore, from a psychological point of view, individuals who have been indulged in negative emotions for a long time (usually more than one week), and are unable to carry out daily activities are most likely to experience depression symptoms such as insomnia, irritability, feelings of hopelessness and helplessness. Therefore, it is meaningful to consider topic knowledge representing global semantics in depression detection.

More importantly, in addition to UGC, previous psychological studies have shown that personality traits such as openness, responsibility and extroversion are associated with depression [8]. Similarly, personal sentiment and emotions can also indicate whether they are prone to depression. Park et al. found that users who are unemployed or low-educated are more likely to suffer from depression [4]. Previous studies either chose features that are not highly relevant or ignored significant features. For instance, Shen et al. captured several depression-related features, including not only user behaviors on social media, but also clinical diagnostic criteria for depression [3]. Based on dictionary learning, they proposed a novel dictionary learning model to learn user profile representations. Nevertheless, given the sparseness, high dimensionality and ambiguity of short texts in social media sites, dictionary learning is difficult to accurately extract the semantics of these short texts.

To tackle the above challenges, we propose a Topic-enriched Depression Detection Model (TDDM), which combines global topic knowledge and user behaviors for depression detection in social media. Since the information contained in a short text is not enough to determine whether a user is suffering from depression, we first concatenate the tweets of the same user to generate long pseudo-documents, and annotate these pseudo-documents based on the user’s label. Secondly, a Conditional Random Field regularized Topic Model (CRFTM) [9] is employed to learn the topic knowledge of posts. CRFTM integrates semantic association into the process of topic inference to improve the probability of semantically correlated words appearing in the same topic. After that, the proposed model concatenates the last encoder layer hidden representation of XLNet [10] with the topic knowledge learned by CRFTM to form richer textual features. Finally, TDDM maintains the chronological order of pseudo-documents, and feeds them and user behavior features into a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) layer to detect depressed users in social media. To evaluate the pseudo-document level and user level performance of TDDM, we conduct extensive experiments on a labeled Twitter dataset. Experimental results demonstrate that our model achieves better performance than the state-of-the-art models, which shows the potential of TDDM to detect depression for more countries with different languages. In summary, our main contributions are as follows:

- We propose a novel Topic-enriched Depression Detection Model (TDDM) to detect depressed users in social media. TDDM first leverages CRFTM to capture the global topic knowledge of posts. Then, the topic information is incorporated into XLNet for pseudo-document level classification and user level classification. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to integrate the topic knowledge based on CRFTM into XLNet.
- TDDM feeds post-level representations into BiLSTM to identify depressed users, which effectively utilizes information in the temporal dimension. Features extracted from user behaviors are also input into BiLSTM to capture the unique representation and long-term dependencies of the feature matrix.
- The performance of TDDM is compared with state-of-the-art baseline methods on a real-world Twitter dataset. Experimental results show that our model achieves the best precision, recall and F1-measure at both pseudo-document level and the user level.

2 Related Work

In this section, we will discuss the research related to the TDDM model and analyze the differences between them. Choudhury et al. pioneered the use of machine learning algorithms to detect Twitter users suffering from depression [20]. They analyzed the correlation between depressive content in social media and user behavior characteristics, and used it to classify potentially depressed users. Since then, relevant research has mainly focused on methods based on textual content features or user behavior features.
For methods based on textual content features, researchers extract various text features of user posts through statistical methods. Hu et al. proposed a new method for identifying depression in a large number of people [21]. They extracted behavior and text features from social media platforms to build machine learning models, and compared the accuracy of the models on different windows. Resnik et al. utilized topic models to extract text features and improved the performance of multiple methods on the task of detecting depression [7]. Their experimental results show that probabilistic topic models such as LDA can discover meaningful latent structures from document collections. As a result, topic models can improve the performance of depressed user detection tasks on social media platforms, and they found that more advanced topic models improve the task even more. Rissola et al. analyzed a variety of factors that can be used to classify users with mental disorders and ordinary users on social media platforms [22]. Their experimental results show that there are significant differences in expressions and emotions between ordinary users and users with mental disorders on social media platforms.

For methods based on user behavior features, unlike tweet-level features captured from a single tweet, user-level features are captured from multiple posts of the same user. Shen et al. proposed a dictionary learning model to distinguish between depressed and non-depressed users in social media [3]. The model not only uses textual features, but also involves user behavioral features. Luan et al. analyzed the differences in cross-domain characteristics of depressed users on social media sites [23]. In addition, they proposed a cross-domain depression detection model, which can transmit relevant features across domains using adaptive strategies. Wu et al. hired a large number of heavy users of the social media site Facebook and collected various data about them [24]. Afterward, they analyzed the user characteristics, behavior characteristics, and textual characteristics of these accounts, and used them to detect depressed users on Facebook.

There are many studies using deep learning techniques to predict depressed users on social media platforms. Hussain et al. designed a framework incorporating deep learning to determine that social media information is an important factor in predicting depression [25]. Based on the framework, they proposed a detection model that applies deep learning technology to predict whether Facebook users are prone to depression. Lam et al. proposed a model based on topic modeling, and use Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and transformer to extract acoustic feature information [26]. The experimental results show that their model can effectively extract text and audio features, and improve the performance of the depression recognition system. Orabi et al. proposed a classification model based on word vectors, which detects depressed users based on the textual content of social media [27]. Furthermore, they compared the performance of commonly used deep learning models on the task of depression recognition.

However, the above methods are difficult to solve the sparsity of short texts on social media platforms, resulting in poor depression detection performance. As a result, the proposed model utilizes a topic model CRFTM to mine the topic background knowledge of tweets to expand the semantics of short texts. To the best of our current knowledge, this is the first attempt to integrate CRFTM-based topic knowledge into the detection of depressed users on social media.

3 Methodology

Our method divides the depression detection process in social media into three phases. In the first phase, the proposed method trains a topic model on the entire corpus to infer the topic distribution of each short text. We design a method to combine XLNet with global topic knowledge in the second phase. Finally, TDDM inputs textual representations and user level features into a BiLSTM model to identify depressed users on social media platforms.

3.1 Topical Information Mining

Automatic extraction of topical knowledge from a large number of short text collections has been widely used in NLP tasks such as context analysis, user interest analysis and text classification [31-32]. Traditional topic extraction approaches, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [28] and Dynamic Topic Model (DTM) [29], can automatically mine latent topical structure from lengthy documents like scientific papers or news articles. These topic modeling methods utilize word co-occurrence patterns to reveal the probability distributions of topic-word and document-topic. Nevertheless, the sparsity problem of short texts on social media platforms hinders the topic knowledge mining process of these models. To solve this problem, we leverage a topic model called CRFTM to discover the latent topic structure from short texts. The CRFTM model first merges short texts to build longer pseudo-documents, and then semantic associations between words are used to improve the coherence of topics.
Specifically, the distance between different short texts is calculated by an embedding-based distance metric. The distance measure can identify semantically correlated terms (e.g., sad and unhappy) in two short texts [9]. If the two short texts are close to each other, they may belong to the same hidden topic. The k-medoid algorithm is then used to concatenate short texts into standard-length pseudo-documents. To further alleviate the sparsity, a constraint is added to the clustering algorithm, that is, the number of short texts aggregated for each pseudo-document is almost the same. After that, as shown in Fig. 1, the CRFTM model draws a document-specific topic distribution $\theta \sim \text{Dir}(\alpha)$ for pseudo-documents, and draws a term distribution $\phi_k \sim \text{Dir}(\beta)$ for each topic $k$. $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are hyperparameters, which represent document-topic density and topic-word density, respectively. Finally, for each term index $n = 1, 2, ..., N$ in pseudo-documents $j$, CRFTM draws a term $t_{j,n} \sim \text{Mult}(\phi_{z_{j,n}})$, and draws a topic label $z_j$ as follow:

$$p(z_j | \theta_j, r_j) = \prod_{n=1}^{N} p(z_{j,n} | \theta) \Psi(z_{j,n}, r_{j,n}),$$  

(1)

where the context-related words of $t_{j,n}$ are represented by $r_{j,n}$, and $\Psi$ denotes the potential function used to promote semantically related words.

In the process of topic inference, the model utilizes collapsed Gibbs sampling to sample the topic assignment $z$ by integrating out uncorrelated parameters:

$$p(z_{j,n} = k | z_{j,-,n}, t) \propto (c_{t_{j,n}} + \alpha)(c_{k,z_{j,n}} + \beta)^{-1} \Psi(z_{j,n} = k, r_{j,n}),$$  

(2)

where $c_{t_{j,n}}$ denotes the count of term $t_{j,n}$ belonging to topic $k$, when term is removed from pseudo-document $j$ or topic $k$, and $V$ represents the dictionary size.

After enough sampling iterations, the model parameters $\theta$ and $\phi$ are estimated as follows:

Fig. 1. The graphical representation of the CRFTM model
\[
\theta_{j,k} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{K} c_{j,t}^{(k)} + \alpha}{\sum_{t=1}^{K} c_{j,t}^{(k)} + K\alpha}, \\
\phi_{k,t} = \frac{\sum_{c=1}^{V} c_{k,c}^{(t)} + \beta}{\sum_{c=1}^{V} c_{k,c}^{(t)} + V\beta}
\]

where \( K \) represents the total number of topics. After obtaining the topic background knowledge, TDDM integrates it into the XLNet model.

### 3.2 Topic Knowledge Injection

This section describes in detail how the proposed method injects topic knowledge into XLNet. The proposed architecture of the depression detection task over social media streams is shown in Fig. 2. TDDM exploits the topic distribution captured from CRFTM and contextualized embeddings to learn effective representations for depression detection. The contextualized embeddings provided by XLNet can be used to solve the polysemy phenomenon where a word has multiple meanings. Traditional methods such as glove [11] and word2vec [12] leverage a fixed word vector to represent each word, and ignore their context. Therefore, they cannot address the ambiguity problem of polysemous words.

In the TDDM model, XLNet is used to obtain contextualized embeddings \( R_C \) of the input short text. After
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training on the entire corpus, CRFTM can be used to calculate the document-topic distribution representation $R_C$ of the input short text. CRFTM is capable of discovering the document-topic distributions of the whole dataset in advance, and only needs to be trained once, without increasing the training time of the model. Since the inference of the topic model and the forward propagation of contextualized representations are decoupled, this is easy to achieve in the TDDM model. By combining the topic-based representation $R_C$ with the contextualized representation $R_X$ of the short text, we can obtain the final text feature representation $R_{\text{text}}$:

$$R_{\text{text}} = R_C \oplus R_X ,$$

where $\oplus$ stands for feature concatenation operator.

3.3 User Level Features

In social media platforms, there are various features to represent the overall behavior of users. Unlike post level features extracted from a single post, user level features are usually obtained from all posts. The proposed method extracts the following user-level features for each user:

Sentiments. Emojis have become a common tool for communication in social media, because users can express their emotional state with simple symbols. Distinguishing between positive and negative emotions is very helpful for understanding the semantics of short texts [16]. Therefore, the proposed model first counts the number of negative, positive and neutral emojis appearing in each short text. We then sum up the number of emojis in all posts of each user to obtain the number of positive, neutral, and negative emojis at the user level. Furthermore, Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner (VADER)3 is utilized to extract users’ emotional features.

User Information. We extract several features from user data, which can reflect the unique information of each user. Features such as gender, age, the number of friends and the number of followers can be obtained from the user account. In addition, we also collected the number of tweets and reposts of each user. For each user, we treat gender as a binary vector, and other features as one-hot labels among five intervals. The time distribution of tweets posted every day is counted and represented by a 24-dimensional vector.

Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC). LIWC is an analysis tool that counts the psychologically related words in the text, which can be used to analyze the user’s mental state from tweets [17]. Many studies have shown that when LIWC is applied to Twitter textual content, there is a correlation with depressive symptoms. Following [18], we selected eight LIWC features and analyzed all tweets of each user. Furthermore, we collected a dictionary containing antidepressants from Wikipedia, and counted the number of times these words appeared in user tweets.

---

3 https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment/
TDDM employs a joint learning mechanism to fuse multiple features to detect depressed users, as shown in Fig. 3. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a network model that sequentially links hidden layer nodes and can dynamically extract sequence features. Although vanilla RNN can convey the semantic relationship between words, it is difficult to capture long-distance information. Using the mechanism of forget gate $f$, output gate $o$ and input gate $i$, LSTM is able to effectively capture long-distance connections between user features. However, one-way LSTM only captures the forward connection of features, and we use BiLSTM to obtain the forward and backward relationships between user-level features.

The hidden layer of BiLSTM has a backward output and a forward output, which are defined as:

$$\begin{align*}
\tilde{h}_t &= LSTM_{\text{backward}}(h_t, \tilde{h}_{t-1}) \\
\hat{h}_t &= LSTM_{\text{forward}}(h_t, \hat{h}_{t-1}) \\
h_t &= \tilde{h}_t \odot \hat{h}_t
\end{align*}$$

where $h_t$ is the hidden layer state of the LSTM at the current moment, $\tilde{h}_t$ and $\hat{h}_t$ indicate the hidden layer output in the backward and forward directions, respectively. Let user-level features be represented by $x$, and the calculation process of BiLSTM is as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
f_t &= \sigma(W_f \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t]) \\
 i_t &= \sigma(W_i \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t]) \\
 o_t &= \sigma(W_o \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t]) \\
 \tilde{m}_t &= \tanh(W_m \cdot [h_{t-1}, x_t])' \\
 m_t &= f_t \cdot m_{t-1} + i_t \cdot \tilde{m}_t \\
h_t &= o_t \cdot \tanh(m_t)
\end{align*}$$

where $\sigma$ denotes a sigmoid activation function, $W$ represents the parameters of TDDM. After encoding the post-level and user-level features, TDDM concatenates them and feeds them to the final softmax layer for classification.

4 Experiments

In this section, we introduce experiments to evaluate the performance of the TDDM model. The performance in terms of precision, recall and F1-measure is reported on a real-world Twitter dataset.

4.1 Dataset

We first reuse the dataset provided by [3], which contains large-scale real Twitter data with reliable labels. When they retrieved a signal tweet to infer that the user is suffering from depression, they collected the user’s profile data. According to doctors’ recommendations, the diagnostic criteria for depression are related to the duration of symptoms, so they also collected all tweets posted by users within a month. Furthermore, we utilize Tweety API to collect user information and tweets of depressed users during the COVID-19 pandemic. Following [3], once phrases such as “I have depression” or “I got depression” appear in a tweet, we think the user is suffering from depression.

In the experiment, the Natural Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK)\(^4\) is used for data cleaning, which is a Python library for data preprocessing tasks such as removing stop words and part-of-speech tagging. Since words such as “the” or “a” are not helpful for TDDM to understand the semantics of tweets, with the help of NLTK, all stop words in the corpus are removed. A large number of stop words increase the dimensionality of textual features, resulting in high temporal and spatial complexity of the model, and reducing the performance of depressed

\(^4\) http://www.nltk.org/
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user recognition. Furthermore, we remove the non-alphabetic characters and unnecessary spaces to further filter the noise in the dataset.

The above data preprocessing process can improve the quality of the corpus, and enhance the performance of TDDM. In addition, the efficiency of the model has been improved due to the reduction of the dimensionality of the corpus. Finally, we obtained 2153 depressed users and 2200 ordinary users.

4.2 Baseline Methods

In the experiment, TDDM is compared with the following models:

**CNN.** CNN is a neural network model that uses convolutional filters to extract local features from data [30]. Initially, the CNN model was mainly used in computer vision. However, CNN was later proved to be effective for NLP, and achieved excellent results in tasks such as text classification and automatic summarization.

**BiLSTM.** BiLSTM is a sequence-to-sequence neural network model, which is composed of two LSTMs: one for backward processing and the other for forward processing. The advantage of BiLSTM is that it increases the amount of information available to the algorithm, and improves the model’s ability to capture contextual semantics.

**BERT.** Structurally, BERT is a transformer-based encoder. Transformer is an encoder-decoder neural network that exploits a self-attention mechanism in the encoder [13]. The BERT model is first pre-trained on a large-scale dataset, and then an output layer is added to fine-tune the pre-trained model.

**ALBERT.** ALBERT is a lightweight architecture based on BERT, and its parameters are far fewer than those of the BERT model. ALBERT integrates two parameter reduction methods: cross-layer parameter sharing and a factorized embedding parameterization mechanism, alleviating the problem of the huge amount of parameters of the pre-training model.

**XLNet.** XLNet is an autoregressive pre-trained neural network model, which takes full advantage of autoencoding and autoregressive modeling, and tries to solve their limitations [10]. Furthermore, by incorporating the relative coding mechanism and segment recursive scheme into the pre-training process, XLNet has achieved better performance on tasks of long text sequences.

For CRFTM, Dirichlet priors $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are set to 0.5 and 0.01 respectively. The number of Gibbs sampling iterations is set to 1000, and the other parameters of the topic model are consistent with the original paper. For the two models of BiLSTM and CNN, we use the freely-available word2vec tool\textsuperscript{5}, which provides a 300-dimensional word vector for each word. We set the dropout value to 0.2, which helps reduce the interdependence between neurons.

We randomly select 80% of the data from the dataset for training, and the rest form a test set. All models employ the cross-entropy loss function in the training process. The adam optimizer is used for training, and its learning rate is 2e-5. For BERT and XLNet, the BERT-Base model\textsuperscript{6} and the XLNet-Base\textsuperscript{7} model are used to detect depressed users, where the size of the hidden layer and the number of self-attention heads are 12 and 768, respectively. For ALBERT, we utilize the second version of the basic model for experiments, where the hidden dimension and attention head are set to 768 and 12 respectively.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

F1-measure, precision and recall are used to evaluate the performance of TDDM and baseline models. Three important terms related to evaluation metrics are as follows:

- **TP:** The number of real depressed users identified as depressed.
- **FP:** The number of real depressed users identified as non-depressed.
- **FN:** The number of ordinary users identified as depressed.

F1-measure, precision and recall can be calculated as follows:

\textsuperscript{5} http://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
\textsuperscript{6} https://github.com/google-research/bert/
\textsuperscript{7} https://github.com/zihangdai/xlnet/
4.4 Experimental Results

Jamil et al. pointed out that just one tweet is not enough to determine whether a user is suffering from depression [19]. Therefore, we concatenate the tweets of the same account to form pseudo-documents containing 200 words, and label these pseudo-documents according to the tags of the accounts. In Fig. 4, we report the experimental results of the TDDM and baseline models at the pseudo-document level. An immediate observation is that TDDM achieves the best results for pseudo-document-level depression detection compared to baseline methods.

Another observation is that the experimental results of depressed user detection based on pre-training models outperform traditional neural network models such as CNN and BiLSTM. The reason is that these models employ the transformer architecture to pre-train on a large external corpus, and capture common language representations to improve the performance on downstream tasks. The performance of CNN is slightly better than BiLSTM, which may be because CNN is better at extracting local and location invariant textual features, and is more suitable for the dataset used in this paper. Although the parameters of the ALBERT model are significantly less than those of the BERT model, the performance of ALBERT is still very competitive. The XLNet model achieves the second best experimental result. The reason may be that it learns contextual information through various permutations of the input sequence.

The TDDM model integrates topic knowledge into XLNet, which makes its experimental results outperform other baseline models. This topic information extends the textual characteristics of tweets, and provides a perspective for the model to understand text collections. Furthermore, TDDM utilizes a series of features to learn user-level depression-related behaviors, thus forming a robust model.
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Fig. 5. User-level depressed user detection

In Fig. 5, we report the experimental results of different models on user-level depression detection. As shown in the figure, compared with the experimental results of pseudo-document level, the performance of all models has been improved at the user level. The experimental results show that more text content has a positive effect on the model to determine whether the user is depressed.

Fig. 6 shows the classification results of the ablation study, validating the contribution of the TDDM model. “Topic Feature Only” denotes that only topic features are used to predict depressed users in social media, and XLNet is used to encode posts. “User Level Feature Only” represents that topic features are not used in the classification process, and XLNet extracts textual features.

Fig. 6. Ablation study

It can be seen from the results that on the basis of the XLNet model, each module of TDMM has achieved a performance improvement of 4-5%. Another observation is that topic features and user level features can promote each other to improve the performance of depression detection in social media.
Following [33], we experimentally explore the effect of the number of topics in TDDM. The F1-measure of TDDM for different number of topics is shown in Fig. 7. When the number of topics is 40, our model achieves the best experimental result. Because too many topics lead to overfitting, the F1-measure of TDDM decreases as the number of topics continues to increase.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new model to predict depressed users in social media platforms by generating features from posts and user behaviors, which is called the Topic-enriched Depression Detection Model (TDDM). TDDM divides the prediction process of depressed users into three steps. Our model first utilizes a Conditional Random Field Regularized Topic Model (CRFTM) to extract the topic information of posts, and obtain their topic distributions. Secondly, we learn the textual representation of posts from XLNet and topic distributions. Finally, we incorporate user level features into TDDM to further improve detection performance. Experiments on a real-world Twitter dataset verify the effectiveness of TDDM in depression detection. In the future, we will mine the characteristics of pictures posted by users to improve our model’s performance in predicting depressed users. In addition, we will also study how to apply TDDM to other NLP tasks, such as fake news detection or opinion mining.
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